Gregg Hurwitz

Hellbent

From the author of Orphan X and The Nowhere Man, the latest—and greatest—in the internationally bestselling series

Evan Smoak, Orphan X, was taken from a group home at age twelve and trained as an off-the-books government assassin. After he broke with the Orphan Program, Evan disappeared and reinvented himself as the Nowhere Man, a man dedicated to helping the truly desperate.

This time, the voice on the other end is Jack Johns, the man who raised and trained him—the only father Evan has ever known. Secret government forces are trying to scrub all traces of the Orphan Program. With little time remaining, Jack gives Evan his last assignment: find and protect his last protégé and recruit for the Orphan Program.

But Evan isn’t the only one after this last Orphan—the new head of the Orphan Program is mustering all the considerable assets at his disposal to take out both Evan and the target he is trying to protect.

"This is a great novel...The story moves as fast as a bullet train, and we’ve never seen Evan Smoak as emotionally exposed as he is here. Do not miss this one."
—Booklist (starred review)

"This one is personal... fans of the first two books will enjoy this nail-biting, twisty thriller."
—Library Journal
SUPER LEAD

Iris Johansen

Shattered Mirror

From the #1 *New York Times* bestselling author comes an explosive thriller featuring forensic sculptor Eve Duncan.

Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is once again thrown into a deadly game of intrigue when she receives a cryptic package containing a skull and a two sided mirror. Eve is determined to reconstruct the skull and uncover the mystery of the person’s identity, and when she does, the face of a beautiful woman begins to emerge. But who is she?

As Eve gets closer and closer to finding the answer, she becomes swept up in a lethal chase that spans continents and threatens to destroy the family that she has worked so hard to bring together. Eve and her team must work quickly to discover who is behind the murder – and maybe even prevent more loss of life. But how do you fight a killer who is willing to destroy anyone as a means to an end?

No one is safe in #1 *New York Times* bestselling author Iris Johansen’s next explosive, high-stakes thriller that will keep readers on the edge of their seat through every heart-pounding chapter.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- This book features fan favorites Eve Duncan and her son, Michael.
- Iris Johansen is a consistent top-five *New York Times*, *Wall Street Journal*, *Bookscan*, and *Publishers Weekly* bestseller. With the mass market of *Silencing Eve* she reached #1 on the *New York Times* list.
- Iris Johansen knows how to engage her fans and keep them wanting more. Her Facebook fan page has more than 99k fans and is constantly growing.

“Sure to appeal to all fans of romantic suspense.” — *Publishers Weekly* on *Night and Day*

“This first-rate novel of romantic suspense will please Johansen’s many fans and newcomers alike.” — *Publishers Weekly* (Starred Review) on *Hide Away*

“Eve Duncan novels by Johansen are so good that, supernatural or not, readers and fans remain completely engaged.” — *Suspense Magazine* on *Shadow Play*
Jeffrey Archer

Kane and Abel

A new edition to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the mega-bestselling novel that made Jeffrey Archer a star.

2018 marks the incredible 40th anniversary of KANE AND ABEL, the book that launched Jeffrey Archer's literary career and set in motion a string of bestsellers that have excited fans all across the world.

William Lowell Kane and Abel Rosnovski, one the son of a Boston millionaire, the other a penniless polish immigrant—born on the same day near the turn of the century on opposite sides of the world—are brought together by fate.

These two men—ambitious, powerful, ruthless—are locked in a relentless struggle to build an empire, fueled by their all-consuming hatred. Over sixty years and three generations, through war, marriage, fortune, and disaster, Kane and Abel battle for the success and triumph that only one man can have.

This novel of two strangers with a single destiny that would define them both is every bit as relevant today as it was in 1979 and completely riveting as Kane and Abel battle each other in hunt for their impossible dream.

Praise for Jeffrey Archer:

“Cunning plots, silken style . . . Archer plays a cat-and-mouse game with the reader.”
--The New York Times on A Twist in the Tale

"One of the top ten storytellers in the world."
--Los Angeles Times

“Archer is a master entertainer.”
--Time Magazine on A Matter of Honor

“There isn’t a better story-teller alive.”
—Larry King
LEAD

Steve Cavanagh

The Plea

A must-read for fans of John Grisham, Marcia Clark, and Scott Turow, The Plea is the brilliant new action-filled legal thriller fr...

When David Child, a major client of a corrupt New York law firm, is arrested for murder, the FBI ask con-artist-turned-lawyer Eddie Flynn to secure David as his client and force him to testify against the firm. The FBI swears David is guilty as hell—plus they have incriminating files on Eddie’s wife. If Eddie can’t or won’t get David to hire him, she’ll pay the price.

Though the evidence overwhelmingly says that David killed his girlfriend, when Eddie meets David, he’s convinced the man is innocent. With the FBI putting pressure on him to secure his client's guilty plea, Eddie has to find a way to prove Child’s innocence while keeping his wife out of danger. Using his legal know-how, grifting talent, and some brilliant sleight of hand, Eddie must find the real killer before it's too late.

Eddie has an innocent client, a guilty wife, and only a few days to save them both.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

-“Part classic courtroom drama in the John Grisham tradition and part Bruce Willis-like action hero fiction straight out of the Die Hard franchise,” the Irish Independent raved about this series.

-Readers rave about Eddie Flynn, con-man turned lawyer who has been described as a lot like Micky Haller or “Jack Reacher’s younger, hotter-headed brother,” while the author is compared to Grisham, Turow, Meltzer, and Child.

-This is our second novel featuring Eddie Flynn, following the much-loved The Defense.

-Steve runs a podcast called Two Crime Writers and a Microphone where thrillers are reviewed and guests are interviewed. Steve's next book has blurbs from Lee Child, Ruth Ware, and Michael Connelly, and Lee Child and others have agreed to do events with him for The Plea...

“A gripping, twisty, blood 'n’ guts thriller.” —Ian Rankin, bestselling author of the Detective John Rebus series

“The Plea is one of the most purely entertaining books you'll read this year. It's a blast.” —John Connolly, bestselling author
LEAD

Susan Wilson

Two Good Dogs

From the New York Times bestselling author comes a sequel to One Good Dog.

When Cody, a troubled fourteen-year-old, witnesses a murder, she tells no one, but it begins a spiral from which she can't escape. Her worried mother Skye thinks a change of scene is just what her daughter needs, and she jumps at the chance to buy a dilapidated bed & breakfast in the Berkshires. But being an innkeeper is hard, and Cody still seems to fall in with the wrong crowd. When Adam March arrives as the inn’s only guest, he is accompanied by his rescued pit bull, Chance. Cody and Chance begin a wary bond, and with Adam and Skye starting a tentative relationship and Chance showing Cody how to trust again, this new-found family seems to be on the brink of second chances. But the murderer is closing in, threatening everything and everyone—even Cody’s life.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

• Susan Wilson's novels centered on dogs have found an enthusiastic audience in all formats, and now a readership in mass market.
• In hardcover, One Good Dog debuted on the extended New York Times bestseller list, and remained on the list for three weeks. In trade paperback, it hit the extended New York Times bestseller list, and stayed on the list for four weeks.
• We have sold over 250,000 copies of One Good Dog in all formats.

“Leaves the reader with a narrative of love and redemption that never becomes cloying.” —Library Journal on The Dog Who Saved Me

“Captivating...will keep you hooked until the last page is turned.” —Modern Dog magazine on A Man of His Own

“An emotion-packed story. As with Marley and Me and The Art of Racing in the Rain, it’s hard not to like a book where a dog is a major player.” —Kirkus Reviews on The Dog Who Danced

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Janet Evanovich, Dorien Kelly

Nuts About Love

Two novels from beloved authors Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly, now in one great package

THE HUSBAND LIST

When Caroline's mother sets her sights on the questionable Lord Bremerton as a suitor, Caroline struggles with the true nature of her heart. She longs for adventure, passion, love, and...Jack Culhane, a bachelor with new money and no title. But Caroline's dark hair, brilliant eyes and quick wit have Jack understanding just why it is people get married.

LOVE IN A NUTSHELL

Kate's husband left her, she's been fired, and she's got nothing left but the Nutshell—her parents' summer house she hopes to turn into a B&B. Matt Culhane will pay Kate big money to figure out who's been sabotaging his brewery. Can these two smoke out a saboteur, save Kate's B&B, and keep a killer from closing in, all while resisting their attraction to each other?

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- *Love in a Nutshell* hit #6 on the *New York Times* bestseller list in hardcover and #8 in mass market. It also hit the *Publisher's Weekly* and *USA Today* bestseller lists.
- *Love in a Nutshell* stayed on the *New York Times* bestseller list for 8 weeks in mass market.
- Evanovich and Kelly are both *New York Times* bestselling authors with devoted followings.
- This is the first time we are putting these two books together in one volume.
- This two-in-one will have a fresh package with a great cover.

"Blending classic romance archetypes with an edge of mystery, the duo of Evanovich and Kelly is sure to appeal to fans of both genres with reader-friendly writing that mirrors its characters' all-American appeal." —Kirkus Reviews

"Evanovich and Kelly skillfully combine comedy with romance and suspense to make a story sure to please the reader." —Booklist

“When snappy dialogue between Matt and Kate...distinguishes both characters and is absolutely fun to listen to.” —Publishers Weekly on *Love in a Nutshell*
Helena Hunting

Shacking Up

The sexy, hilarious USA Today bestseller will now be available as a mass market!

Ruby Scott is months behind on rent and can’t seem to land a steady job. She has one chance to turn things around with a big audition. But instead of getting her big break, she gets sick as a dog and completely bombs it in the most humiliating fashion. All thanks to a mysterious, gorgeous guy who kissed—and then coughed on—her at a party the night before.

Luckily, her best friend might have found the perfect opportunity; a job staying at the lavish penthouse apartment of hotel magnate Bancroft Mills while he’s out of town, taking care of his exotic pets. But when the newly-evicted Ruby arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out Bane is the same guy who got her sick.

Seeing his role in Ruby’s dilemma, Bane offers her a permanent job as his live-in pet sitter until she can get back on her feet. Filled with hilariously awkward encounters and enough sexual tension to heat a New York City block, Shacking Up, from NYT and USA Today bestselling author Helena Hunting, is sure to keep you laughing and swooning all night long.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

DIGITAL BREAK OUT STAR!: Helena Hunting's hilarious and charming SMP debut, SHACKING UP is Swerve's bestselling digital original. It has sold 70,000 copies combined of the e-book, POD and audio book since May 2017 and continues to sell week after week. It debuted at #40 on the USA today bestseller list and was a best book of the month at several accounts.

AN AMAZING PRINT DEBUT: Her digital series series was such a success that we have signed her up for two lead title mass market books and will be reissuing Shacking Up in mass market. Helena's brand of romantic comedy is just what mass market readers want so I Flipping Love You will publish June 2018 and the reissue of Shacking Up in December 2018 with a new book in June 2019.

POPULAR HOOK: Shacking Up is all the fu...

"I read this sexy, light-hearted romance in one sitting and it kept me laughing, swooning, and chuckling the whole way through! !" - Aestas Book Blog
Christine Warren

Your Lion Eyes

The fun and sexy next book in the fabulous paranormal romance series from New York Times bestselling author Christine Warren!

Molly Buchanan is a lioness on the prowl. Unfortunately, since she's been prowling through the same town for her entire life, she’s down to some pretty slim pickings in the dating department. But the minute she sets eyes on the new bachelor in town, her lioness starts to purr and plans to do some serious rubbing up against Grady Emerson.

Newly arrived in Alpha, Washington, Grady just wants to settle in and do his job as the town's newest deputy. But even this rogue bear sheriff knew Molly Buchanan was trouble the minute he laid eyes on her. She might be smoking hot, sharp as a tack, and funny as hell, but she was also his friend’s younger sister, and there were some things a good man just doesn’t do. No matter how much his bear might want to devour her.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

EXCITING NEW SERIES: This is the second book in a new series by Christine Warren, which spins off from her New York Times bestselling Others series.

Warren has received rave reviews from bestselling authors like Julie Kenner, Kerrilyn Sparks, and Cheyenne McCray, calling her "red hot", "engaging", "fun, fast, and fabulously sexy"!

NEW BRIDGE STORY: We will publish a bridge story between the world of the Others and the world of Alphaville leading into the series so fans are all caught up!

"ROCKED BY LOVE has romance, action, life and death moments with magic and demons, sexy gargoyle men, and the women who can handle their world." - Fresh Fiction

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Blog Outreach
NetGalley Promotion
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Heroes and Heartbreakers Social Media Promotion
Promotion at Romance Conferences
Author Website: christinewarren.net
Author Facebook: Facebook.com/Christine-Warren
Author Twitter: @ChrstineWarren
Author Instagram: @christinewarrenauthor

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Janna MacGregor

When a Rogue Loves a Woman

When a Lady is abandoned in London for Christmas, will romance with a forbidden Duke blossom?

Perfect daughter and sister Lady Daphne Hallworth has become invisible. With the stress of traveling for Christmas, her family has forgotten her in London. So it’s a shock that the first person to truly see her is Lord Paul Barstowe, the new Duke of Southart, her childhood love and her older brother’s former best friend.

Paul has vowed to keep his promise to his dying brother and clean up the messes he’s created, starting with making amends with his friends. When he stumbles upon Daphne, he’s shocked by the girl now turned beautiful woman. He’s never forgotten her faith in his goodness, that he is a far better man than others believe.

After Paul volunteers to escort Daphne around a deserted London to search for her stolen journal, a burning attraction grows that shocks them both. But when Paul’s family secrets are revealed, will their love be able to survive the fallout?

This next installment in Janna MacGregor’s Cavensham Heiresses series is lushly romantic, and gorgeously written, and will transport readers to Christmas in Regency London!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- OUTSTANDING PRAISE: The Bad Luck Bride (5/2017), received glowing reviews from bestselling authors Eloisa James, Cathy Maxwell, Sabrina Jeffries, a starred review from Booklist, was one of Booklist’s Top Best Romance Debuts of 2017, and a B&N Best of May pick. The Bride Who Got Lucky (10/2017) received a starred review from Booklist, was featured on Bookish as one of the Must Read Romances of Fall, and hit the Ingram list at #25 in its first week on sale.
- MARKET READY ROMANCE: This new Cavensham Heiresses novel hits all the notes that Regency fans love. Set during Christmas, a fan favorite character (a rakish duke) finds redemption with a woman who has always loved and believed in him.
- NEW CONTRACT: This is the first book in a new 3 book contract with Janna.
Matt Braun

Kinch Riley and Hickok and Cody

Two of Matt Braun's most beloved novels—now newly repackaged as a 2-in-1!

The Old West comes vividly to life in two novels from bestselling author Matt Braun.

Something about the boy named Kinch Riley made hardened railroad agent Mike McCluskie take him under his wing. But Kinch got too fast with a gun just as a band of Texas outlaws rode into Newton, Kansas. For the first time, McCluskie will walk into a battle he can't win. *Kinch Riley* is the masterful retelling of the Newton General Massacre of 1871.

In *Hickok and Cody*, Russia's Grand Duke Alexis has arrived to hunt buffalo. His guides are two heroic deadshots, Wild Bill Hickok and Buffalo Bill Cody. But a train approaching from the East will provide Alexis a front-row seat to murder and mayhem that will set Hickok and Cody on the trail of cold-blooded killers.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

* Braun wrote 42 books, with 40 million copies in print worldwide.

* Braun received the Western Writers of America Golden Spur Award for his bestselling epic *The Kincaids*.

* Matt Braun was the recipient of The Cowboy Spirit Award in March of 2000 and was inducted into the Cowboy Hall of Fame.

"Matt Braun has a genius for taking real characters out of the Old West and giving them flesh-and-blood immediacy." —Dee Brown, author of *Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee*

"Matt Braun is a master storyteller of frontier history." —Elmer Kelton

"Matt Braun is head and shoulders above all the rest who would attempt to bring the gunmen of the old west to life." —Terry C. Johnston, author of *The Plainsmen* series
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